Baby Bibs
by Sherry Titzer
http://www.atimetostitch.com
These are just general instructions to show how they are made.
A PDF with complete supply list & detailed instructions included with all orders.

1. Pattern – Print pattern templates on card stock and
cut out. Tape neck template & bib bottom template
together to create the full size pattern.

2. You can make the bottom of the bib square or rounded.
Trim the along the curved lines if you want your bibs rounded at
the bottom. If not, just leave it square.

3. Cut all of your fabric, batting & interfacing to the
correct size to prepare first.

4. Bib - Cener batting under 1 pc of bib fabric. Fold fabric up
at the 9“ wide bottom & press ligtly to crease. Add a center
mark to the folded edge.

5. Stitch placement line on stabilizer. Spray stabilizer
with adhesive spray. Place folded fabric/batting next to
placement line centered. Unfold fabric, smooth in place.

6. Stitch design following instructions in text file for design you
are using. When finished, remove basting stitches. Center a
press cloth over front of bib and press.
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7. Join batting & fabric together at bottom by stitching
across the bottom with a 3/8” seam.

8. Measure in 3” from each side at the bottom & trim away the
fabric/batting in the center just below the stitched line.

9. Crumb catcher pocket: With fabric right sides facing 10. Stitch along curve keeping foot edge even with traced line.
use pocket template to trace the curved edge.
Trim curve with pinking shears.

11. Turn right side out & press keeping curved edge
even on both sides. Top stitch curve with ¼” seam.

12. Neck Strap: Iron strip of fusible interfacing centered on
one end of neck strap. Fold strap in half (right sides facing) &
stitch next to edge of interfacing on both sides.
Turn right side out, press.
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13. Glue soft half of velcro with glue stick to one end of 14. Center pocket at bottom. Add neck strap to the top on the
the strap. Top stitch around edge of strap with ¼” seam, left side. NOTE!!! VELCRO FACES UP! This shows velcro on
strap facing down but it should face up!)
which will secure the velcro to the strap as well!

15. Center last piece of bib fabric (wrong side up) over
bib ensemble & pin edges evenly. Center bib template
over the top & trace pattern onto the fabric.

16. Stitch together keeping edge of foot even with traced lines.
(Seams 3/8” inside traced lines) Trim curves with pinking
shears, clip corners. Pull on neck strap to help turn bib right
side out. After turned, press edges evenly.

17. Cut scratchy side of velcro shorter to 1 ½” L. Glue
velcro to bib at a slight angle. Stitch edges to secure.

18. Next, top stitch around entire edge of bib with a fat ¼”
seam. You’re finished!
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